A New Tapered Hole Cup

The SuperX hole rim recently marketed by Whitney Goit and Company, Kansas City, is a new departure in this small but essential article. Being slightly tapered it inserts and extracts with the utmost ease. The rim is of course a standard 4½-inch rim at the top so it does not affect the putted ball. Built as it is with taper insufficient to affect its rigidity in the soil yet enough to ensure easy insertion and extraction it should prove to be a great time saver for the greenkeeper besides avoiding damage to the bridge when extracted. The instant the rim is broken loose it extracts on account of the taper. The bridge is four armed, retained in rim by drill rod pins. The rim is seamless tubing. The cup is made in standard socket diameters.

The same manufacturer offers the SuperX ferrule for bamboo or wood poles. This ferrule made for the 1-inch socket provides perpetual protection for the pole and compels the pole to retain an upright position. The Super X ferrule is inexpensive and practically indestructible.